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About This Game

Megabyte Punch is a fighting/beat ‘em up game in which you build your own fighter!

As you travel through different environments, you battle other creatures to get their parts. Parts have their own powers and
bonuses, like gun arms for a shoot ability or powerful hips for a devastating pelvic thrust attack. Then, using the abilities of your

customized fighter, you can compete in the tournament or battle against other players in a destructible arena.

The game takes place in an computer world where you protect the Heartcore of your village against the likes of the Valk Empire
and the dreaded Khoteps in 6 different levels with each 3 stages and a boss fight!

Key Features

Chunky stylish graphics.

6 unique electro-worlds with boss fights

150 parts to collect and endless combinations to customize your character.

Pumpin' Electro Soundtrack.

Compete in the tournament for rare parts.
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Up to 4 player local co-op and versus mode.
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Forced forward movement with slow turning, not a real twin stick shooter to me, controls very badly, not fun to play.
Extremely sluggish and unresponsive.

Besides that, it has huge problems with the controls over all.

Started it the first time with only my 360 controller connected, registered one button push and then did not accept any more
input.

Restarted with the Vive controllers turned on, took me a while to figure out how to turn on the pointer.
It worked but it just does not feel right to play with the controllers, you just use both trackpads like sticks.

Restarted again and connected my Steam Controller, worked for one round then went dead and did not accept input anymore.

The 3D effects in VR are rudimentary, it looks more like a big 2D screen projection.

I should not be this harsh on a 0.9\u20ac game but this is no fun at all and barely playable.. Okayish rogue-like space exploration
game.

4 \/ 10.. Revolt 1917 bad game. new generation pc and laptop don't running. unity crash . game library error. My laptop lenovo
ideapad amd a9 7Th gen. NO FOR SALE REVOLT 1917 NO PLAY GAME NO DOWNLOAD ;( ;( ;(; (;
(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(. An extra ingredient for your hunting montage.. This game is very fun but very difficult. The controls
shouldn't take too long to master and you can also use a controller if you want to. The graphics were actually bought at an assets
store if I remember correctly. If you want to beat the game it shouldn't take you too long unless you are trying to 100% it. Sound
effects are generic and the music is alright. The story is very funny so I won't give any spoilers. This game was originally a Wii
U game from 2016 that later was ported to Steam and PS4 in 2018. Replacing the touch screen levels in the original game are all
new levels. This game still features Miiverse stamps as a leftover collectible from the Wii U version.
Overall I really like this game and then artstyle gives it a unique touch, I would recommend it to anyone unless they want the
most stunning visuals in a video game ever.. Great game,played it first on the GGJ in Macedonia and i can freely say i dont
regret buying it.

The game and its story are unique themselves,with extra cosmetics that you dont need to pay for. Game is easy to play,but hard
to master,and the controls are simple:just press space or LMB!
Plus,I've been waiting for the game to release because it looked interesting on the GGJ and i wanted to support the devs.
AND,for the low price of 2,50 euros,the game is great and its not expensive.

10\/10 would buy another 3 times. Absolute my fav. adventure game!
This is game is awesome like monkey island was long ago. ^^
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An absolute masterpiece of a puzzle game. As someone who drops puzzle games very quickly if they aren't interesting, this one
held me over for 50 hours as I cleared every single level (on the Switch version). Even if you don't play puzzle games, absolutely
pick this one up. It's expertly crafted from beginning to end.. Player Bases.
\u2610 Kids.
\u2611 Everyone.
\u2610 Mature.
\u2610 Casual Players.
\u2610 Pro players.

Graphics.
\u2610 Potato.
\u2610 Really Bad.
\u2610 Bad.
\u2610 OK.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Beautiful.
\u2611 Masterpiece.

Price.
\u2611 Full Price.
\u2610 Wait For Sale.
\u2610 Refund It If You Can.
\u2610 Don't Buy It.
\u2610 Free.

Requirements.
\u2611 Minimum.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Fast.
\u2610 High End.
\u2610 Super Computer.

Difficulty.
\u2611 Easy.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Hard.
\u2610 Very Hard.
\u2610 Death March.
\u2610 Dark Souls.

Game length.
\u2610 Really Short. ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short. ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Medium. ( 8 - 16 hours)
\u2610 Long. ( 16+ hours)
\u2611 Endless.

Story.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have One.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Fantastic.
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Cinematic\/Art.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Like Watching A Movie.

Music\/Sound.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Decent.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2611 Amazing.

Gameplay.
\u2610 Terrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2611 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Fantastic.

Bugs.
\u2610 Game Itself Is One Big BUG.
\u2610 Game Breaking Bugs.
\u2610 Lots of bugs.
\u2610 Few Bugs.
\u2611 Nothing.

Others.
Multiplayer: \u2610
Singleplayer: \u2611

Final Score:
10\/10

Perfection. Buy it!. I am most pleased with this great looking locomotive, I found it easy to drive after reading the manual, with
regards to the brakes.
The only two drawbacks for me are:
1. The overly loud ejector noise when releasing the brakes.
2. The bright white coloured wheel treads, are too wide and appear to partially extend to the side of the tyres. The wheels on the
tender are a more realistic colour IMO.

Taking all that into consideration I would still give this locomotive a well deserved 9 out of 10.. I originally played the crap out
of this on the switch. Ended up getting a gaming pc and repurchased it for the graphics, man what a difference. Anyway this is
one of my all time favorite games. I normally play rpgs but it's so nice just getting on here and slaying for awhile for fun. Worth
every penny imo I have nothing bad to say. The fact they gave 170 characters their own animations and everything is amazing to
me. Yeah some are better than others but what can be expected.. Looks like each player starts with the same 7 chips (cards),
plus three character-specific special move chips. At the beginning of your turn an ante gem is added to your pool. At the end of
your turn you buy a chip from a custom or random bank that is shared by all players. Use the chips you buy to keep your gem
pool the lowest and then KO someone else at 10+. I'm having fun with the 4-player AI battles. Thanks for the Linux version!. I
really enjoyed playing this game. Great mystery story, very nice premise. It's very quick to finish, even if you take longest route,
and I only took longer because I wanted to see all the endings (used a nice guide published here on the Steam community).

Even after completing everything, I cannot say which was supposed to be true ending. Maybe it was the only one that led me to
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the credits? Anyways, this game is totaly worth your time, and it would have been a fair deal if it costed a dollar.

If you like mystery/scri-fi stories, you'll definitely enjoy this one!. TH E BEST NARUTO GAME EVR BUT NEEDS MORE
NINJA STORY. First the weak parts.

I started a few times and died, and then suddenly I just walked through the game without even shifting any cards (besides
finding the same cards with better quality). At one stage I didn\u2019t even cast a single spell for the full three levels and
managed to kill almost all. The game was a yawn difficulty wise (due to flaws and balancing issues) and I mostly played to the
end to see if it got harder eventually with the last level, and also because I didn\u2019t want to hear someone object \u201cjust
wait to the last levels \u2013 THEY are hard!\u201d. I am sure the game IS hard if you play it intuitively, which I did the first
couple of tries. But feel free to read on and hear what happened next.

At the beginning I opted for melee cards and summon cards. Then I found a card where my lord simply squishes an opponent.
Now\u2026 why would I want a card that does 3,4,5 damage when there is one card simply killing the opponent in one draw? It
doesn\u2019t make sense! But then again, this card is actually pointless as well. The best card seems to be the card where you
create 3X3 square of fire, causing damage to everyone there, and then damage each round (3+ dependent on quality). This was
the only card I needed for the entire game. No need to switch. Ever.

I was suspicious when I saw the game play of only three cards. That usually calls for super optimizing with no use for 99% of
the cards. How did the developers plan to handle this? By deteriorating the cards as they are used. So was I forced to change
cards because of this? No. As there is a refresh altar at each level that fixes your cards? But can you really go through with only
three cards without them being exhausted? Well, not if you pick bad cards. That is the strange dynamic here. If you use bad
cards you probably need to shift them during the level as they wear out from being so ineffective. But if you choose great cards,
not only do you win each fight easily, they don\u2019t wear out as quickly as you just need to use them a few times. A typical
double effect that unbalanced the whole system.

Ok. So why are the area spells so effective? Well, to start with it\u2019s a no brainer because of the limited number of uses of
each card. You need to super optimize to take out several opponents at once. This is easily done with area spells in this game
because it seems the developers didn\u2019t really play test their game. You may think I am rude now, but honestly\u2026 if
you don\u2019t play test your game\u2026 I don\u2019t know what to say. Ok, any developer can let a few flaws pass, and AI is
difficult, but here me out. This isn\u2019t about the monsters having to be supersmart. I just think it would be a good idea for
them to avoid squares that are set on fire, full with poison, cursed or whatever \u2013 when they can just take the square beside
it. Or just wait the spell out. It\u2019s not like the monsters are in a hurry.

But it gets worse. Not only are the monsters so dumb that they step into every trap, and area spell lingering that exists, and
multiple times. The same square. But they are not immune their own area spells. You heard me! It\u2019s not only that they
may spit poison or fire and be susceptible to poison of fire\u2026 they are susceptible to THEIR OWN area attack! This is what
made me go through three levels of gelatinous cubes and just see them kill each other with there are spells. And a single cube
would kill himself as well. All you have to do is open the door and see them kill themselves. This is impossible to miss when
testing regardless of whether you realize the massive unbalance towards the area spells of the character and the Artificial
stupidity of monsters when it comes to area spells.

But there is more. You have three cards. You can choose to have cards to kill opponents or cards that heal you and hope for
healing potions as loot. You can also choose an advantage that heal you now and then. Or\u2026 you can also find a headband
that heals hp and mana EVERY TURN. You heard me. Every turn. And there is no food in the game so time is on your side. So
all spells, potions (as they cannot be stored and used at convenience anyway) that heal are more or less pointless. Even if one
misses the obvious choice to buy HP from the merchant and never mana\u2026 you would still heal upto 7 hp a turn. It\u2019s
very hard for the monsters to match that. Most levels I just hit space and waited for the monsters around me to walk on a trap or
get hit by their own area attacks. But when I got bored I put an area attack spell (which is lingering) in action myself and watch
them quickly die.

This is the reason the game gets a thumb down. I have no problem with minor UI flaws and movement glitches and what not.
But I hate sloppy game play and lack of balancing testing. For me to easy obtain tools to bypass the intended gameplay (cards
being deteriorating) and the idea of switching cards and then to never face a challenge in the game again is too bad developing. I
can still for the world understand how they could believe that the single attack cards or even cards that do no damage would be
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of any use whatsoever.

Games isn\u2019t about optimizing, it\u2019s about having fun. But the games should provide a challenge to force you to adapt
strategies and discover the game from different angles. When strategic choices are no-brainers and you can choose to only play
with one of all the available card and crush all opposition. When an entire level commit collective suicide because they die from
their own attacks, when the entire spectra of advantages and disadvantages becomes redundant. That is bad, if not sloppy,
development.

Too bad, as there are many interesting thoughts from the developers. And I am sure they did their best. They just seem to lack
the ability to understand the consequences of their ideas and\/or not understanding that the product need to be play tested. When
flaws are found you need to tweak or rethink. But of course, not doing proper testing is one way of avoiding unnecessary (?)
work.. good but i feel its rigged in the way of the warrior
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